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Formal Inspection Of JROTC
Cadets At Calloway Scheduled

BROWN SPEAKS TO'PRESe_
John Y. Brown, Democratic candidate for governor, and his wife, the former Phyllis
George, were in Murray today to speak to members of the media. Brown says the major thrust of his administration
is to bring industry to Kentucke.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Brown Brings Greatest Asset, His
Wife Phyllis, On Campaign Swing
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
John Y. Brown Jr. brought what is
perhaps his greatest asset in his
gubernatorial bid — his tceevision
personality wife, Phyllis George — to
Murray today during a seven-city
campaign swing through west Kentucky.
Brown, the multimillionaire owner of
the Boston Celtics professional

basketball team who formerly owned
the Kentucky Colonels team, said at a
press conference at the Holiday Inn
that he is running for governor because
"I think I can do things for Kentucky
that no other candidate can do."
With his wife of 17 days seated by his
side, Brown said that he had reached a
point in his life where he has the "time,
energy and commitment to go into
this." He said his greatest atisfaction

Breathitt To Be Keynote
Speaker At Vinson Night
Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt,
Jr., will be in Murray Thursday night to
serve as the principal speaker at an
- Appreciation Dinner" for Mancil J.
.Vinson, a native Calloway Countian end
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Kentucky commissioner
of agriculture in the May 29 primary
election.
The affair, to he held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road, has been
spearheaded by a corrunittee headed by
Howton, retired chairman of the
agriculture department at Murray
State University.
Tickets.,for the 6:30 p.m. dinner,
featuring West Kentucky barbecue, are
$10 each with the public invited, Howton
said. All proceeds wile,be applied to
Vinson's campaign expenses.
Serving as master of ceremonies will
be Dr. Adron Doran, president
emeritus of Morehead State University,
a native of Graves County and holder of
two degrees from Murray State. Doran,
a lifelong friend of Vinson's, will be
introduced by Murray State President
Constantine W. Curtis.
The invocation will be given by Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist Church in
Murray, and G. T. Moody, assistant
pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray,
will give the benediction.
Breathitt, now vice-president for
public affairs with the Southern
Railroad and headquartered in
Washington, D. C., will be introduced
by the retired Morehead president.
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rain
- tonight
Rain developing tonight and
continuing Wednesday. Lows
tonight in the middle 40s. Highs
Wednesday in the middle 50s.
Winds,north to northeast at 5 to
15 mph tonight. Rein chances are
70 percent tonight and near 100
percent Wednesday.

Music throughout the evening will be
provided by young people from the 4-H
Clubs in Calloway County and FFA
members from Marshall County.
Vinson, for 13 years assistant commissioner of agriculture in Frankfort,
has been director of ellleteneaffairs at
Murray State since 1968 and currently
is on leave of absence from the
university to seek the agriculture
commissioner nomination from his
Party.
He holds a B.S. degree from Murray
State and a master's from the
University of Kentucky, both in
agriculture. In 1965, he was awarded
the first of the annual Distinguished
Agriculture Alumnus awards presented
by the university's agriculture alumni.
While in Frankfort, he served under
four commissioners of agriculture —
Ben J. Butler, Emerson (Dec)
Beauchamp,,Wendell P. Butler and
Robert J. Miller. He also served as
director of agricultural marketing
under Ben S. Adams.
Since coming to , Murray State as
ehunie director, Vinson, 55, has led the
universite's Alumni Association
through its greatest growth period. Its
numbers have increased from 12,789 in
1968 to its present level of 27,297
graduates.
Murray State alumni today are
located in every state and 41 foreign
countries. More than (933,290 have been
contributed for alumni programs
during the 10-year period of his
leadership, and more than 8467,440
have been 'contributed and invested
with a wide variety of annual
scholarships being funded from the
interest generated.
These scholarships total 440 awarded
in the 1968-78 period and range in value
from $150 to more than $1,100.
Vinson, his wife, the former Ann
Stephens of Lexington, and their son,
Mark,a student at Murray State, live at
310 Oakdale in Murray.

would come from representing the
interests of all citizens of the state.
"I will be an independent governor
who will act and read an the part of all
citizens," Brown said.
The former owner of the Kentucky
.Fried Chicken franchise, who announced his candidacy last Tuesday.
said he didn't feel his late entry into the
race would be any hindrance to him.
He also discounted any opposition he
would receive from other Democratic
candidates in the primary and stated,
"I am the only candidate who can unite
the Democratic Party and beat Louie
Nunn." Nunn, a former governor, is a
candidate for the Republican gubernatorial bid:
Brown, who financed the national
Democratic Telethon several years
ago, stressed that running a government is no different from running a
business. "State government in Kentucky is a business, a $7;12
business, and I will menage it as such.
"I will bring efficiency and costcutting to government," he stated.
"Governors in the past have sat in
Frankfort and played Santa Claus,"
Brown said, referring to the practice of
paying off campaign obligations by
political
appointments.
"The
politicians have run this state for 187
years, and we are always one of the
lowest states in terms in per capita
income and salaries paid to teachers."
The major thrust of his administration, Brown said, would be to
attract industry to the state. Listing
See BROWN,
Page 10, Column 3

Boy Lost In LBL
Found Unharmed
CANTON, Ky.(AP) — A 10-year-old
West Memphis, Ark., boy, missing 15
'hours in the Land-Between-The-Lakes,
was found unharmed Monday after he
was spotted by an Army helicopter
pilot.
Officials said Jay Simpson was cold.
wet and hungry when he was
discovered about five miles from the
spot where his family had been camping in the Sugar Bay area.
After an overnight search, helicopters were brought in from Fort Carapbell early Monday and the resew occurred a short time later.

The Annual Formal Inspection to
grade the progress and abilities of
student cadets in the Calloway County.
High School Junior ROTC program to
be held at 1:15 p.m. Wednesday in Roy
Stewart Stadium, according to Major
Freeman Dallas, JROTC instructor.
The 117-member unit, in its first year
of existence, will be out to achieve the
"Honor Unit Witli Distinction" rating
for the inspection, the highest_ in the
competition. Grading the squirs-'rettifie
Lt. Col. George Leimbauch, professor
of military science at Ohio University,
Athens.
The groundwork for the JROTC
program, the first in west- Kentucky,
was started two years ago by Dr. Jack
Rose, Calloway Cotinty Schools
superintendent, and Ron McAllister.
then principal of CCHS, Dallas said.
Dallas said he began recruiting for
the program almost inuriediately.
According to the JROTC program of
instruction, desired rearning autcomes
for the program include ethical values
and principles that underline good
citizenship, responsibility and respect
for constituted authority; development
of leadership potential with attendant
abilities to live and work cooperatively
with others; knowledge of educational
and vocational opportunities given by
the Army and development of the basic
skills necessary to function effectively;

familiarity with history, purpose and
structure of the military . service, importance of physicalfitness in maintaining good health and the ability to
. think logically ane---.7^1seulicate effectively both orally and written.
Dallas said that he stresses selfactualization and leadership in his
teaching, which isn't entirely in the
classroom.
"The program offers something in high
school for those who can't find anything
else to be involved in. We do the best to
teach them to be leaders and to know a
little bit more about themselves,"
Dallas said.
"I try to stay away from lectures and
use drills and hands-on experience,"
Dallas added.
. He emphasized that each student has
the opportunity to be a squad leader.
Between Dallas, who retired from
active duty 2 4'2 years ago, and Sgt.
Howard Willson, the other. JROTC
instructor who retired one month ago,
there is 45 years of military experience.
Dallas said two-thirds of that time was
spent teaching.
A run-down of the courses offered by
the program include 13 hours of introduction to the Army, 13 hours of
hygiene and first aid, 16 hours of introduction to map reading, 31 hours of
weapons and marksmanship, 53 hours
of leadership, 7 hours of instruction and

45 hours of cormtiander's time, Dallas
said.
Instructors for JROTC programs are
badly
needed, Dallas
added.
Qualifications for a good instructor
include being retired less than five
years and still active in a reserve unit,
having a high enough efficienty rating
to be accepted for the job, desiring to
work long hours and work with kids and
wanting to represent the military and
teachers.
The JROTC does not necessarily
prepare students for military life, but
for life itself."We aren't teaching these
students to be soldiers but to be
citizens," Dallas said.
The real difference from college..
ROTC is that college teaches tactics,
Dallas added.
New courses including expansion of
the Red Cross first aid program and
CPR techniques, color guard, drum
bugle corp and a pistol team are tentative for the fall, Dallas said. Weekend
activities such as field trips, survival
missions and repelling will also be
offered, he added.
The program is available to male and
female students in each grade.
Currently there are 13 girls in the
program. The breakdown by grades is
nine seniors, eight juniors, 36
See ROTC,
Page 10, Column 6

Teamsters'Strike Having Only
'Limited Impact,'Officials Say
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's
largest automaker furloughed 2,000
additional workers and placed another
3,400 on short- shifts today, but the
Labor Department said a partial
shutdown of the trucking industry is
having only "limited impact" on the
nation's economy.
"A situation like this may build and
have wider impact," said a department
official who asked not to be identified
by name."But at its present it is having
a limited impact."
With the shutdown in its second day,
General Motors Corp. announced it was
Placing 2,000 workers at its Warren,
Ohio, plant on furlough and giving 3,400
workers at its LordstoWn, Ohio, plant
short work shifts because of parts
shortages.
That left about 17,400 GM employees
either laid off or on shortened shifts
because of an industry lockout of
striking Teamsters._
Ford Motor Co., the nation's secondlargest automaker, announced no new
layoffs or shortened shifts. The company, which reported Monday that
58,000 workers had been given short
shifts, said-today the figure was actually 51,000.
Both firms said parts shortages
caused by the work stoppage were
responsible for their actions.
The Carter adminietration had no
Official comment on the labor dispute,
although one source indicated that
President Carter had no "imminent"
plans to seek a back-to-work order
under the Taft-Hartley Act.
The Labor Department said shipments of perishable foods, milk, fuels
and, other essential consumer goods
were moving normally and that thus far

the government had received few
supplies would not be affected by the
complaints from shippers about
lockout.
transportation problems.
The union leader said the impact
The government's assessment
would be felt in shipments of "general
agreed with an assessment offered
freight ... straw hats, glasses, shoes,
Monday by union President Frank
auto parts, alligator coats."
Fitzsimmons, who said shipments of
An industry analyst said, "I don't
food, heating oil, gasoline, chemicals,
think you'd see anything in the first few
milk and bread products and medical — days that would hurt very

Concerts Slated,
By Murray Bands

The Murray City Schools' instrumental-music department will
present two concerts this week in
conjunction with "Music In Our Schools
Week."
The Murray High School bands wile
present a concert at 7 tonight in the
University School Auditorium. The
concert band, under the direction of
Frank Schwab and John Goode, will
perform "Arnparito Roca," a Spanish
march by Jaime Texidor, and "KimAnother incumbent and a newcomer
berly Overture" by Jared Spears.
have added their names to the list of
The Symphonic Band, directed by
those filing for the Murray Common
James Light, will perform "Little
Council in the Meee29 Printery election,
English Girl (L'Inglesina)," a symaccording to County Clerk Marvin
phonic march by Delle Ceee, "Rondo"
Harris.
from the "3rd Concerto for Horn" by
Ruby Hale, an incumbent who is
Mozart with Kent Eversrneyer as
A group of local citizens has
serving her first full term, and William
soloist, and "Wycliffe Variation' by
scheduleda meeting for Monday, April
Bailey, a newcomer to the race, are the
Paul Whear.
9, to plot strategy in a campaign to
most recent candidates to file.
The Murray Middic School seventh
oppose the recent five cent property Ur-- Aiears who have filed to date include
and eighth grade bands will give a
approved by the Galloway County
incumbent Steve Yarbrough in the
concert for the student body at 9 a.m.
School Board:
Republican primary. Incumbents Billy
Wednesday. April 4. The seventh grade
Charles Windsor, a resident of Lynn
Balentine, W.R. Furches and Billy Nix;
band will play "March Futtira" and
Grove and one of the leaders of the_ former councilman Loyd Arnold and
"Sukura," a Japanese folk sorig. The
group,said the meeting will be held at 7
newcomers Harry Russell and Steve
seventh grade band is directed by
p.m. in the courtroom of the Calloway " Sammons have filed in the'Democratic
Frank Schwab.
County Courthouse.
. .
.
primary.•
The eighth grade band, under the
•"Those opposed tolhe tax increase
Council members are elected for twodirection M -JelfeeGoOdee wW -play
voted by the county school board are
year terms and all 12 Positions are open -----"Ballairlair" and) "Festtvada." Both
urgently asked to attend this meeting," . for election. Filing deadline is WedtoncertS are free Of charge and the
Windsor said. ,
t'e
nesday, April 4.
Public is invited.

Two More File
For City Council

Group Opposing
Tax Slates Meet

•

SOFT LANDING — This auto driven by Ricky D. Nance, 21, Rt. 8, Murray,
stuck nose-down in mud after going down a 25-foot embankment along
Ky. 121 5 Monday night. Nance, who was treated and released at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, lost control of the vehicle prior to the accident
according to Kentucky State Trooper foe Oakley. Merry ambulance crews
lot several minutes, with the assistance of bystanders, before Nene ele ,was brought up_tee steep embankment to a waiting ambulance.
Calloway County Deputy baayid.Salentine- Yards° on theetteilterie'ec7e—
cadent iccurred at 9:2; p.m. 6.2 miles south of Murray.
Phnto
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Hazel Alumni
Plan Dinner
For April 14

HEALTH

Thomas & Hunter
Vows To Be Read

A planning meeting was
held recently at the home of
Robert and Rachel Hendon,
Waldrop Drive, Murray, in
preparation for the Hazel
Alumni dinner held each year
on the Saturday night before
Easter.
Attending the meeting were
the officers, Robert Hendon,
president; Caufield Vance,
DEAR ABBY: I just left a shelter fur abused womep and
vice president; Myrtle White,
I'm starting anew job and a new life.
treasurer; and Griselda
Abby, please tell women who are being abused by their
Adams,secretary.
men that there IS help, but they can't do it alone.
Get to a .shelter where you're safe! Take your children
It was decided to have the
with you. Don't call him. He'll only put out his hooks to get
annual event at the Hazel
you to come back. You'll hear his same promises- to get
Community Center with Dr.
counseling or go to A.A., whieh
forgotten
Will Frank Steely a 1943
once you're home and under his control again. He didn't get
graduate of Hazel High School
that _way overnight, and he won't change overnight either.
as speaker. Dr. SteelyiS now
Or in a week. Or a month.
professor of history at NorDon't let your children grow up thinking this is a normal
thern
Kentucky, State
way of life. Children of abusers become abusers themselves.
University.
Don't believe that a bad father is better thanno father at all.
The end of battering is death, either of the body or of the
The Hazel Woman's Club
soul. There's help out there. Get it before St's too late!
will serve a,btiffet style dinner
I spend more than an hour each morning driving my child
followed by musical ento a day care center and then driving to work. I'm up before
tertainment arranged by
6 a.m. and drop into bed exhausted every night. But it's
Oneida White.
worth -A.-1'n now free of abuse and beginning to enjoy life
The decision was made to
again. Women, memorize the phone number of the shelter
make calls locally and send
for abused women!
out letters to out of town
FREE AT LAST IN ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
alumni only due to the rising
costs of postage. It would be
DEAR FREE: Unfortunately, there is not a shelter for
abused women in every community-but 1 hope one day
very helpful if those plarming
there will be.
- to attend would call your
reservations in to one of the
DEAR ABBY: You missed the boat when MIDGE asked if
four officers. Reservations
she should tell her cigar-smoking, potbellied suitor She'd
should be in by April 11 in
marry him if he quit smoking and got rid of his pot. You said,
order that the Woman's Club
"Take him as he is, or not at all."
will know how many. they are
When a man is courting a woman, he will do anything to
preparing for.
win her.-.Any suggestions she makes to him during the courtAt the close the meeting,
ship will be considered "suggestions for improvement.Mrs. Hendon served coffee
After they're married, it's called snagging."
Please reconsider. •
and cake much to_tbe delight
ONE MAN'S OPINION
of each one present.

0
.

Early graying is inherited

0

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

p.

tomy either.
hair, so at the graying stage
You see a comparable
you can have a variety et' thing in men. Some men
colors. Some hair may look don't enjoy sex, or avoid it,
darker than it did before and after a completely satisfacother is completely without tory recovery from a heart
pigment. There are all gra- attack. So there is no spedations in between. The cific answer but I can tell
other factor that contributes you that anatomically and
to gray hair is air accumu- as far as sensory nerves are
lating in the hair shaft. concerned, there is no reaWhenever this happens, son why you cannot continue
graying will result. You see to enjoy a full and satisfying
the same thing in cells from sex relationship.
the skin. The white flakes
from dandruff appear white
because the scales coming
off the scalp contain air.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 12-6,
Hair Care, to give you more
Mrs. Bessie Dunn opened
information about your hair, her home for the
meeting of
why it turns gray, about
New
Concord
dandruff and general probL the
lems that people have with Homemakers Club held on
their hair. Others who want Wednesday, March 14, at 1
this issue can send 50 cents p.m. with the president, Mrs.
with a long, stamped, self- Charlie
Stubblefield,
addressed envelope .(or it. presiding.
'
Send your request to me in
The major lesson on "Color
Miss Patricia -inn Thomas
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station, In Your Home" was presented
Martin Robert Hunter
by Mrs. Timothy Graves. The
New York, NY 10019.
I wish I could tell you that minor lesson on "The Look of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy E. Thomas of Cadiz Route 3 announce
there was, something you Spring" was given by Mrs.
-the engagement and approaching Marriage of their
could
take which would keep Curtice Cook.
daughter, Patricia Ann, to Martin Robert Hunter, son of Mr.
you from being gray, but
Mrs. Stubblefield read notes
and Mrs. Robert F. Hunter of Cadiz Route 6.
there isn't. There's no *ay-- gr-O-wirig-diff
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Trigg County High
odils and also
that
.
nutrition
improve
to
repert
her
gave
School and is employed by Communications Unlimited in
on the
will help. It's true that in
Cadiz.
some animals with different Calloway Council meeting.
Mr. Hunter is the !;randson tif Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Oakley of
metabolic systems than we The secretary's report was by
have certain vitamin deft- Mrs. Effie Edwards.
Murray Route 3. lie is a 1977 graduate of Trigg County High
ciencies may cause gray
The 23rd Psalm was
Sabol and is presently engaged in farming.
hair. That doesn't apply to repeated in unison,
The wedding is plattwed for Saturday, April 14, at 7:30 p.m.
and the
humans. Early graying is
at the DOnaldson Creek Baptist Church in Cadiz.
usually an inherited charac- thought for the month was
read by Mrs. Rainey Lovins,
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
teristic.
DEAR DR; LAMB -Will who also directed the
BROWNSTONE
By CECIL'!
DEAR ONE: True. Some men will do anything to win a
Local Agent
• •a - woman enjoy sex after recreational period.
. Assoculad:Prima food Edllof
woman; but after he's wonIterlie-reverts to his old ways.
haying a hysterectomy with
Mrs. Dunn was assisted by
Somehow 1 can't see a cigar-smoking man who loves to eat
her sex organs being sirs. •
„...CDCKT
t.,,.„
All. PARTY
Emerson in
give up such notoriously addictive habits permanently.
?
Marinated Vegetables
reshmenLs
buffet-serving
DEAR
READER
-n
Pate
French Bread
may depend on with whom style „to ten memtjers and—
DEAR ABBY: Every time 1 hear some ninny say "con
Beverage Bar
the is having sex. That's not three visitors-Mrs. Emerson, ''
gratujatiops1 to a girl who has beeomeengaged or married I
MARINATED VEGETABI-RS
a totally facetious answer. saes. Ruby White, secutirsi -:
Want
-'
Whether you enjoy sex or not ,"Ewala Like.
• Don't they know that it is not proper to ednuatulate the
An Italian-style hors d'oeuvre
_in
' .._
.
s ,....,
..
T.
has to do with your emse
girl? They're supposed to congratulate the ICTA7s1, and wiilithat we find is always
Lionel -and -mental attitude.
the girl luck.
Fashion Notes
ankles.
success.
From The Desk Of
Some women do not enjoy potluck Tuncheon in the Vine:-• Please put this in your column, Abby. I'm sure a lot of
sa cup water,
From The Designers
Plain smooth-front pants
Mrs
-T7Rainey-I-szi
Jean W. Cloar
-v7insur
sex after a hysterectomy of %.-7.son
a
people could use the information.
Marc Bohan: Collection 34 cup olive oil
with novelty belt.
and sometimes they did not ! Wednesday, April 11, at .. if-----:
County Extension Agent
A FRIEND IN ALAMOGORDO,N.M.
1-3rd cup cider vinegar
enjoy it before a hysterec- -a.m.
The pant leg will range from features peplum shapes, very
For Home Economics
I medium onion, minced
tiny
marked
18".
14"
waist,
,
acDEAR FRIEND: True, one congratulates the man and
1 clove garlic, minced
Pants...Designer and Jr.
,DETAILS: pleats, slits, centuated hips and derriere
wishes the girl luck. But in many instances, it's the GIRL ---,Sportswear . Company
1 tablespoon salt
are nitrow legs, belts.
with bustle-backed bottoms, t4 teaspoon pepper
iirho dese-ryts the congratulations and the MAN whaneedit_ -- going with
:
three basic _ pant
- UP-DATERS: Narrow last bud-shaped designes. He 2 cups thinly sliced pared
the luck.
'silhouettes fof Spring a/id
year's pant legs, add novelty favors two jacket. shapes "a
cat=rifiU'
Summer:
Wedding bag in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
'flared, tent)' jacket sashed in 3 inediure or large green
belts. '
Pleated
'ousers
with about
bridal gown or blue jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
Shorts and Others...For the o become a long full peplum
peppers, seeded and cut
booklet, -How to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send Si and. 18" at the leg.
into 1lflf Squares
leg watchers, there will be And a neat, bodice-tight short
Pegged
pants
with
narrow
long, stamped 128 cents, self-addressed envelope to Abby:
1 pound rntlshrooms Whole
play shorts - short or bet jacket with contrast lapels
bottom sometimes slit at
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
muda, little short skirt and cuffs with 'short above- • if small, halved if
_iiiseessesssas aa aaaa:sesessasaaiseasasasssaassatesessaasaaaasaaaaa:ssaast•aaaaasaateeeestssats•aassasates
medium, quartered if
the-elbow sleeves.
bloomers, rompers in terrfe
large
cottons, knits, hardy wove:- s New Dior stocking features
5-ounce jar roasted sweet
and linens in pastel, ear. an emboridered stripe,. runred peppers, drained and
ning
up the side of- the leg.
tones, and white. Look for t••
cut in strips •
Bohan -uses high-heeled In alarge saucepan bring to
old "pedal pusher" length t
- DETAILS: slits, plea - sandals and for evening, he a gentle boil the water, oil,
-•
ties little black satia_ribbons vinegar, onion, garlic, salt.'
cuffs.
pepper, carrots and green
UP-DATEFtS; If you ha -- on the sides.
• •
Valentino: Valentino's color Peppers; cover and simmer for
good looking legs, add a p
of short shorts with al.'s palette includes sage with '5 minutes; add the. mushrooms
By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
ACCESSORIES . . . Cold- Is black, black with black, black and oasil and simmer,covered,
TONIGHT!
for 3. minutes, Cdor Stii:tn the
7:30 PM
important news in i. with cream and cream-of
the
I-think we willall be glad to beautiful blossoms hang limp
safe
red
ohly
peppers.
Chill to allow flaEaster is the
MURRAY
STATE
chicken
beige,
FIELDHOUSE
cessories.
hot
You
corale
will
see March pass into gone-by and by tomorrow will be
find
bright
vors to blend, but bring to
measurement 7111" -time for
adou‘soon resaryed $6.00 112 & under 341 •
days. After such. a delightful turning dark. But these two
red, yellow, blue, or turquoae bright yellow and lots of colors o o 11,-- temperature before
ILa• 3.3.00 (12 & under $3 00)
safety.
INFORMATION:(Murray) 753 8355
week of sunshine and warm- trees are wellPayorth having,
to
spark
your
Sprs. in the rose color arid the serving on small plates with
1 covered my new Clematis
th, it was disheartening to see for if they escape the late
silhouette. Be picky' in yl _- mango family. For make-up, cocktail forks. Makes 1 1'4 to' l
the snowflakes flying and feel frost, they are truly a lovely - vines that had just begun to
selections to really make the- her prefers colors of summer auarts
sprout and will leave them
A the-ley wind. The cold snap sight. Last year boll') trees
melon, a decidedly bright
count!
covered-Urirll
danger is past.
took its toll. The early
color for cheeks and lips. No
were
absolutely
the
most
Jewelry .. . Bright colors z,
After Easter everything will
'blooming magnolias, such as
brown, purples or clear reds
costume jewelry is a seasona:
have to fend for itself.
• the Soulangeans and Star, beautiful things imaginable
used.
PRICFSGOOP THRU SAT APRI1.7111
But
I
will
have
to
repeat
that
Weather
important
is
an
response to brights or neutra.
were killed This morning the
(INTRA!,SHOPPING CENTER
Halston: Colors are hot arid
factor in gardening. The past
white in ready-to-wear
9-6 Mon , num ,& Sat
bright - lots of yellow,
two winters have played
Colored stones are a way of
5-aWed Thun &
turquoise, tangerine and
havoc with the Azaleas.
1-5 Sunday
up-dating the tailored look
Tonite Is Bargain Nits
fuchsia. He prefers short,
Having two hard winters in a
Surveys show that most
printed slim dresses for day
At These Theatres
row and an unusually hot, dry
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A Battered Wife
Finds a New Life
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DEAR DR. LAMB - Can
you please explain how hair
turns gra-Y ifiais there anything a person can do to
avoid this or slow it down? I
am only 27 and find I have
quite a few gray hairs now.. I
love my natural hair color
and would like to avoid dyeing it but hate Vie gray
hairs. Could certain vitamins help this problem?
DEAR READER - There
are two factors which contribute to gray hair. The
first is just plain loss of
pigment. Your hair color is
dependent upon pigment
that's formed from pigment
cells just as the color of your
skin is. The amount of pigment determines whether
you have black hair, blond
hair or red hair.
People tend to base pigment as they get older, both
from the skin and from the
hair. Of course; there is a
great individual variation in
s1
th - . As you probably know,
e people, when they get
der, develop little brown
spots or freckling and loss of
pigment in other areas of the
skin. This represents a
change in the function of the
pigment cells which is to be
expected in some people.
The same thing happens to
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Wednesday, April 4
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with Rowena Stubblefield as hostess.

Thursday, April 5
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Minutes Needed
For The Mummy
Woman's Club
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another comfortinit:
idea from

--0110

FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

Scholl Goes One Better
With the
Breathability of Leather

Spring Fashions
Have Arrived!

Chicken Fry'MEW SPECIE

to18
Tops 8 T-Shirts
Pants alittans 10 to 18
Shorts
Swimsuits $20 to 34
Dresses 16- $28
Sizes 4 Thru 20

PARKER'S
UNIFORM Et MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLA7/11 - PH.(502) 247-8449
Hours: 9:30-5:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat. 9:301:00 P.M. Friday
MAYFIELD, KY.

STEAK
DINNER

PADUCAH PATIENT,
Elise Dubrock of Murray has been dismissed • from
Lourdes Hospital.-Padurah.
- _HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hal Kingins of Murray has
been 1-OatienT arT,otrides
Hospital, Paducah.
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10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

A total of 325 children in Murray and
Calloway County, mostly in the third
grades, have been tested :or hearing
problems by the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured
are Mrs. Roy Starks and Mrs. C. W.
Jones of the dep
with Steve
Dunn, third grade stt-nt at Robertson
School.
The Kirksey 4-H Club won the club
act division in the Calloway County 4-H
Variety show held at the New Concord
School. Kent McCuiston, member of the
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club, won-u.
the specialty act.
Deaths reported include William C.
(Billy) Kelley, 40.
The Junior Civitan Club of Murray
was chirtered April 1 at the Holiday
Inn. Officers are grain Williams, Pat
Ryan, Kathy' Lockhart, Donna Jones,
and Bruce Scott.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chairman of the
History Department, Murray State
University, spoke on "The Bill of
Rights" at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Mrs. Rue
Beale.

After Harrisburg

Nuclear power occupies a
on one point, at least. Nothing
unique position in this country's
has occurred in connection with
public thought. That's a major
the accident to substantiate the
problem in coming to grips
claims by some nuclear-power
politically and in terms of
critics that government and innational policy with what's hapdustry officials and even the
pening at Three Mile Island,
news media -have conspired to
Pa.
keep from the: public provable
The threat of disaster_has
information about the dangers
become an increasingly comof nuclear plants.
mon fact of American life.
The, accident at Three Mile
/ Government at all levels is
Wand was a shock — and a
being surged constantly to deal
yearning. It can't and won't be
with such potential or real
ignored. But neither should it
Garrott"s Galley
dangers as the transportation 'lead to a • panic-driven retreat
of toxic chemicals, poisonous
.f..arridt
from nuclear power. European
emissions from industry, the
countries, - which
have
development of new chemicals
proceeded faster with nuclear
20 Years Ago
4.
whose., properties arenT-Ally
plants than the United States
know and the burial of/waste
Betty Hart, Eileen Rohwedder,
has, aren't likely to stop
Sharon Outland, Sandra Hamrick, Gail
materials..
because of one breakdown.
Houston, Judy Ward, Ted Sykes, Steve
Nuclear power, howe r, is a
Energy is the life's blood of the
Sanders, Frank Rickman, Jerry Rose,
much greater myste . It's inAmerican economy. To put a
My slip is showing!
and Woody Herndon, all of Murray
doing much of anything."
trees are budding and the birds singing
tangible. It can't e felt or
In my column of last Thursday
tourniquet on that supply would
High
School, will attend the annual
again, we have been looking through
dealing with Mrs2Maxine Crouch Bell's.
touched or seen. F persons in , be far more dangerous than
youth assembly at Frankfort, sponWhen I was a small boy, my favorite
bushes
,
under
rocks
and all over for Joe
article about Mrs. Modelle Outland and
sored by the Kentucky YMCA. They
candy - and still is for that matter - Tom Erwin,
the world are qualified to
trying to learn from the
our retired sports inher years in Mrs. Outland's classroom,
will be accompanied by W. B. Moser
was
the
Hershe
y
bar. I thought the next formation director at Murray
debate the tec nical questions
Harrisburg-experience how to
I incorrectly gave the name of the
State.
and W. P. Russell.
thing
to
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n
would
be
to
work
some
Joe
is completing his first year in
that are rais by the accident, make the supply more reliable.
magazine in which the article apDeaths reported include Will Bradley
day in the Hershey plant at Hershey, retirement,
and when he retired, he
at Three
peared. Betty Gore called this to my
le Island. The
and Mrs. Bertie Jeffrey, 73.
Pa. RETIR
ED! We haven't seen hide nor
attention the following morning.
public i left with a great
The Rev. Hal Shipley is serving as
Beverly Parker has come as close to
Bible Thought
hair of him at the office since he tossed
I-referred to the magazine as "Early
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unease at can quickly be turrealizi
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a dream like that as anyone I
his
pencil
on the desk, got up out of his
Times," Actually, the name of the
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have run across in a long time.
- --ned i
,
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magazine, published by Allan A.
_
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,
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y is the daughter of James and
it
and
fl. ht now, confusing- and
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Jesus Christ the same •yesterdsy. --Tafmorgt,- inc., Darien, Conn:, ' :Charlotte
•
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-Parker and--ia one of theMuch like the rase of the lengendary
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nd8. today, and forcer. --ilebresss
co tradictdry statements are
-"'EatlY'YEARS.'• It is a magazine-fur - better
_Au:ark& Bess KerlicC__Oviaor, and of
lady golfers in..these parts. She 'Big. Foot"
in the north woods, we
teachers of preschool through third. has just
dding to that unease. Even
the-Future Farmers of America,
graduated - in December
simply run into someone every now and
grade.
Pennsylvania Gov,Dick ThornEugene Chaney, advisor, held a joint
from
the
University of Alabama with a
Amid life's- changes, our trust in
then
who
claims
to have seen him
"Early Times," Betty tells me, is a , degree in
theatre party to see "The Vikings" on
retailing. While there, too, somewhere. One such
burgh asked Washington to God is a fir% .1.,p;hor
person was Bob
brand of whiskey!
March 19 at the Varsity' Theatre.
she played 3.L2 years and traveled all
send nucY6ü experts to
Head.
I don't know what I was thinking
,)ver the country as a member of the
Showing now at the Varsity Theatre
Bobs the art department chairman
Harrisburg because he wasn't
about When I wrote it as "Early Times"
are "Bend of River" with James
girls', golf team.
at
Murra
y
State
and
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Close friend of
instead of "Early 'Years," and I
getting enough information to
,Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, and Rock
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Joe's as well as a devoted nature lover
apologize to Mrs. Bell as well as the
ma e emergency dec s ons.
the world, and guess what she's going to
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himself
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tells
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depend on how much damage
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his place.
with some psychoanalytic theory that a
Murra.dentists attending the 80th
finally is done. But it seems_
The pro is a fellow by the name of
He has named it the "J-J-R Nature .sub-conscious desire in my mind for a
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Dale Miller.
fairly clear that public-fears at
Trail," and not just anybody is going to
, shot of whiskey caused my fingers to
Association in Louisville are Dr. Hugh
When she has some spare time, she'll
the very least will slow down
get to use it. Bob says the initials stand.
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to enjoy all she wants of her'
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the construction ,of nuclear
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ey bar" - golf - and we all
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well.
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word business. Stan Musial became one
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Green Signs Letter With MSU

rd *:

of
Henderson County, which loas rebounder I've seen since Cliff
to eventual state-runnerup Hagan."
Mulcahy coached now-NBA
Christian County in the finals
of the Second Region Tour- great Wes Unseld in high
school.
nament
Possibly Green's best game
Henderson County Coach this season came against
Bob Mulcahy, former head Apollo High School, when he
coach at Eastern Kentucky scored 32 points and grabbed
University, fates Green in 21 rebounds.
A 6-6 swingman, Green lofty terms. "He's right up
"The togetherness of the
averaged 21 points__ 15 there with the better players
basketball program
whole
rebounds, four ..blockea shots I've coached," said Mulcahy.
me feel like I was
made
here
ive
for.
offens
best
galue
"And he's the
and five assists a

Glen Green, a second-team
all-state selection from
Henderson County High
School, has signed an Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
letter-of-intent with Murray
State, the Racer sports information office announced
today.
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Said Murray State Coach Ron
at hoMe," Green said during a
. "His potential has not
Greene
last
s
campu
visit to the MSU
yet been scratched,and he has
weekend. "I was impressed
good speed outside shooting
with the positive attitude of
and ball handling skills. We
the coaching staff and that I
plan to use him as a
would be treated like an innan."
saingr
dividual."
Green becomes the second
Green listed Southern eerecruit to sign a letter-ofIllinois at Carbondale, Mer- intent with the Racers.
cer, Ole Miss and Oklahoma _LaMont Sleets of Eminence
as other schools that had High School was the first. The
'national letter signing date is
expressed interest in him.
"He's a blue-chip prospect," April 11.
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Workouts Begin Today For Racer Gridders;
Gottfried Says Atmosphere To Be 'Relaxed'
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EBB HAIR CONSULTANT
WILL EXPLAIN HAIR
PROBLEMS FREE AT
Holiday Inn, US 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Wednesday, April 4, 1979
Mr Ft E. Borden will be back tn
Murray, Ky. again Wednesday.
April 4, 1979. Now is the Ume to
act on this great opportunity.
Every man and woman now
looting hair should take advantage of this FREE CON-

stri.TATIl

GUAIIANTilD
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated basis
ebin the beginning to the end
CAN'T ISLIP
Mode pattern baldness "6 the
caws of a groin rowlerity of
cases of boldness and excessive
hair loss, for 'Mich no method is
tbk Neir Spesielerts
*9f.c?lv
canto, help those who we slick

held otter seers of orischeal heir
loss.
Many condition.s can cause
hair loss No matter which ones
causing your hair 10f1s, tf you
wait until you are slick Bald and
your hair roots are dead you are
beyond help So. now is the tune
to do something about it before
it's too late
FRET CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes of your
time on Wednesday, April 4,
1979, and go to the Holiday Inn,
US 641 South in Murray, Ky, between 1 p m and 8.30 p.m. and
ask the Desk Clerk for R.E. Bor'
den,room amber
There is no charge or
obligation all consultations are
wivate, you will not. be embarrassed in any way
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• Lieberman,NotRegretful
Of Early Days, Honored
As The Best Collegian

Soccer Meeting_
To Be Thursday;
Signup Saturday

By WILL GRIMSLEY
guys all resented me at first national championship.
Her
AP Special Correspondent
and my girl friends were 'Contributions included l7.4
a
NEW YORK — Nancy envious. You have to take a lot
point scoring average, 254
Lieberman
has
never of abuse but it was worth it."
assists,
144 steals-and 276
No
•
regretted. the times she -- Now,-Nancy says, boys who
rebounds.
_
.4•6
sneaked out of the house and used to yell "Tomboy, -why
•`'
,
.2•
•
She was a combination of
went down to the playground don't you play someplace
7
4.....e2e:yeg• •
—
Larry Bird and Earvin
1'
1
..,
•
to rough it up wittrthe boys.
else?" greet her with a
Magic `Johnson, so talented
-21#-:'." -•!T
•
"I never played against friendly, "Hello, Nancy —
.
:19
i'r
ilt.-vsn
that Uncle Sam will build his
girls until I got in high gee, we caught you on the
- •1
... ....
4
"4" 44 ""
1980 Olympic team arolaid her
..
'°-4school," says the 5-foot-10 All- , tube. you're great."
wee, ,,,,su..,..
..
"
1,
401.
A4
4
..r.
..e4fibtr- - -:
s
.
and Carol Blazejou•ski of
America pointguard, honored
.' .
A statuesque redhead, Miss Montclair State. Carol won the
,
Monday night as the best Lieberman is the 1979 winner
"
.
4 1
111111WilsoTei...rL
award
14year.
The aeataerough fourth-grade girls soccer season will begin
woman player in college of the Wade -TrOrhyriv-hfr
late this month, and a signup
--Nrg'icy iiiio'reliscoUraged
day for those interested will be Saturday at Cutchin Field.
basketball. •
bolizing -No. 1 in the women's over the slow public
Above, Huong Dinh i kicking) is
ac"My parents hated it when collegiate sport. A 20-year-old
shown during last season.
ceptance
of
women's
they found out I was the one junior, she led the Old
basketball while the reinale
jumping up and putting finger Dominion team of Norfolk,
marks all over the ceiling. The Va., to a 35-1 record and the gender is thriving in individual sports, such as tennis
and golf.
Chris Evert collected
another;100,000 for a weekend
Parker last year's Most
By the Associated Press
of tennis Sunday while Nancy
Valuable Player in the NI,who "A" squad was the second by
Hendrick's
George
Lopez, on a rival TV screen,
Dave Parker calls himself signed a $900,000-a-year a Twins' team Monday. The
basesloaded single climaxed a
missed in a bid for.her third the best player
Minnesot
a
"B"
team was tworun
in the National contract in the off-season,
rally in the ninth as the
--straight-weeaaa'.s-aolf- crown,_---League
s,--and._the way._ hes bed his most_reeent homers beaten 2-0 by the Houston St. Louis Cardinals defeated
losing in a rare five-woman hitting these
Aati90.
days that would against • Mirineiota Stetter .,Iarnes ko4P.ci The
By the Associated Press
personnel director Frank playoff in a $150,000 tourMontreal. Evol.
The
be hard to dispute.
Geoff Zahn in the first anti Richard and Gary Williams Cards' rally was
BOSTON (AP)'
It took-.- •'Bucko" Kilroy..
triggered bynament.
combined
on
a
fourBaseball'
hitter.
s
highest paid sexenth innings.
ispore than three months, but
The
settlement
was
"Each year women's sports
Elsewhere, Phil-7 Niekro Lou Brock with his second hit
after one of the most bitter
negotiated with the help of two have made greater strides," player has been the terror of- • -fr. -addition, the big.Pirak
of the game.
the Grapefruit Circuit- with outfielder broke a 6-6 tie in the aflow'
and expensive legal wranglea - NFL owners, the late Carroll Nancy said.
•
"More doors are nine home runs, including
in
his
Jerry Narron hit- a one-out
finaluneup for
two ninth inning when he tagged
in the history of the National
Rosenbloom of the Los being ppeasteLJq_ women
his
season
homer
in the bottom of the
-opening
Monday
to
help
start
the
Pittsburgh reliever Mike Marshall- with
Football
League,
the
Angeles Rams and Bud athletes in every field.
They Pirates beat the —Minnescita- an RBI base hit.
Friday, helping the Atlanta ninth inning, leading the New
University of Colorado has
Adams of the Housten Oilers.
aremaking more money and
The loss by the Minnesota Braves defeat theKansas City York Yankees to a 2-1 victory
ransomed Chuck Fairbanks
Tragically, 'Rosenbloom, generati more excitement. Twins 7-6.
Royals 2-1.
over the Baltimore Orioles.
from the New England
who initiated settlement talks "Vo
en's basketball is the
Patriots.
with
Colorado
football qui est growing of all team
It was a costly settlement
boosters five weeks ago,
orts. It is 100 times bigger
reached
Monday.
The. drowned a few hours before than it was five years
ago. At
university agreed to pay the the settlement was disclosed..' Norfolk,
we often play to
Patriots for the services -or
been
of sellout-m.4,4.r
.
Fairbanks, who had four, uncertainty ... headaches and
This spectator appeal hat
years left on his NFL contract heartaches,", Patrilits owner not
yet spilled over to the
at $150,000 a season.
William H. Sullivan said, ,incipient pro game in
the
Fairbanks will take over as referring to the 3/
1
2 months of .Women's Basketball League.
the Colorado coach in time for the Fairbanks controversy. _ Salaries
in the 10-team league
By the Associated.Press
showing no signs ot stumbling
spring practice this Saturday,
"I'm relieved. I don't want are said to range from
The Bullets also., have in- Sunday became only the third
$2,800
By ALEX SACHARE
as the National Basketball juries,
and the Patriots will name a to say that we have won. Lees to $7,500
something that has coach in NBA history to
on some, teams.
AP Sports Writer
---Assectation's regular season
new coach within
watt. -lust say that our position was Karen Logan
been
register 500 career victories,
on
Motto's
mind lately.
of
the .New
"We're our own worst lumbers to a close this week.
Fairbanks'
general /justified," Sullivan said.
"If we can just get our joining Red Auerbach and Red
Jersey Gems is the highest enemy," says Dick Motto.
The Bullets have strength, people
managerial duties likely
We have stood up for the paid at a reported $21,000:
healthy, we'll be Holzman in that elite group.
coach of the Washington depth, poise, experience and
be offered to Patriots plaYer sanctity of a contract., If we Salaries
alright," he said. "But right -We're pretty banged up now,
in the men's National Bullets. "If we stumble and first-clas
s coaching — more
hadn't, we would have set a Basketball
now I'm worried •about our but we'll be able to use that
Association fall, it will be our own fault." than enough to
Softball Sign
become the
pattern for players and average more than
hospital report. it's no fun to week, off to get some -of our
$125,000
The
Washingt
on
Bullets,
the first team in a decade- to go through
coaches."
a whole season and people healthy again."
with big . name players best team in basketball, are
Deadline day
repeat as champion.
Both sides refused to drawing down $500,000
not finish the way we started."
Completing the . Bullets'
to
Friday
the deadline for divulge the terms of the set- $800,000.
The Bullets 'started by •baekcourt is Phil Cheaier, the
men's ahd women's softball tlement, which freed Fairreceiving the championship three-time all-star who unNancy and Carol both are
teams/for play in the Murray banks to take the job he ac- looking • to professio
rings they earned in a seveis. derwent back surgery on Sept.
nal.
oiation, ac- cepted intitially last Dec. 18. careers after the 1980
game series with Seattle lag 1 and is now the club's
ording to league vice- However, speculation was Olympics in Moscow, but
spring. They plan on finishing guard. Roger PrietAisfirstthey
president Richard Gee,
that Colorado agreed to ab- won't come cheaply..
by nailing down a matching round draft choice, is on the
Team representatives solve the Patriots of several
set of rings.
injured list because the
"Olyinpic exposure 'should
should - contact president hundred thousand dollars in enhance . ..our
"We have confidence in our Bullets' have nowhere else to
Value," -LOS ANGELES AP) - decades of remarkable growth
Happy Bynum at 753-6644, or deferred compensation oowed Lieberman said. don't
ability tee beat anybody," put him.
think Carroll Rosenbloom, the La in prominence, Rosenbloom
to Fairbanks.
Gee at 763-5800 before Friday.
"We have nine starters on
$21,000 would get either of ul.". Angeles Rams' owner ir.".o owned the Baltimore Colts forward Bobbby. Dandridge
drowned while vacationing in from 1953 until early in 1972. said. "We're pretty well our team, 10 with Chenier
Florida, was known by
Then he traded them outright together as a team, and we'll back," said Motta. 'Other
friends and' associates art for the Ramms in a unique • be even, better when we have teams have depth, but no one
11 guys healthy and func- has the trusted depth that we
shrewd businessman, a rebei. sports deal.
have. Because of the injuries,
tioning."
and a man "who.never left any
"Carroll
Rosenbloom
"We're
as _good __ as our bench grew up. If there's a„._ .
stone unturned as far as played a major role in the
Bowling
NBA Standings
helping people,".
growth and success of the anybody," echoed guard- better bench rin , the leagueTransactions
•
Rosenbloom,. 72, -drowned National Football League, Larry Wright. "It's just a right now, I don't want to play
Standings
•
matter of us getting healthy." it."
Eastern Codereace
BASEBALL' _
-Monday after he was dragged both through the performance
Atlantic Invislon
Murray AJBC The Bullets' starters aren't
Wright and Charlie Johnson
American Liagat
out
to
sea
of
the.
by
heavy
Bowling League
W
undertow
a
teams
L
Pet.
he produced and
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' An organizational meeting
of the Murray Soccer
Association will be held
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Iglu.- — Persons interested in
helping with the organization
should attend the meeting.
A signup day for•firstthrough fourth-grade girls
interested in playing soccer
this spring will be Saturday at
9 a.m. Cutchin Field on the
MSU campus.
The girls' league play will
begin late in April. For more
information, contact Bill
Whitaker, president of the
soccer association, at 753-0783.

Parker Says He's Best And Proving It

Fairbanks Ransomed
Away From Patriots -

Bullets Showing No Signs Of

Stumbling As Season Nears End

Carroll Rosenbloom,
Rams Owner, Drowns

Butch Hobson drove in the
tie-breaking run with a
sacrifice fly In the eighth
inning, lifting the Boston Red
Sox to a 7-6 decision over the
Philadelphia Etill
Nahorodny drove in five runs with a pair of homers to lead
Cbicago _White Sias to a 1210 decision over-Ifie-TeiuiS --Rangers.
Home, runs
by
Ed
Kranepool, Ron Hodges and
Elliott Maddox paced a 17-hit
attack as the New York Mets
routed the Toronto Blue Jays
11-4. Jerry Martin's RBI
single in the ninth inning gave
the Chicago Cubs a 3-2 victory
over the Milwaukee Brewers.
Toby Harran's ninth-inning
orifice_fly, his third RBI of
the game, gave the Cleveland
Indians an 8-7 triumph over
the Oakland A's. Steve
Kemp's three-rum homer led
the Detroit Tigers over the'
Cincinnati Reds 5-1.
Doh Baylor and Rance
Mulliniks drove in two runs
each as the California Angels
scored an 11-9 decision over
the San Diego Padres. San
Francisco topped Loa Angeles
6-4 as Roger Metzger squeeze
bunted the winning run home

Copier on
the blink?

Sports At A Glance

Beth Taylor
Laura Scott ......

HIGH IND SERIES i HC i
Laura Scott
.
Beth Taylor
Jimmy Elkins
HIGH AVEFtAGES
Don Hatgrrive
Jimmy Elkins
Scott Scarbrough
Bob Houghton
Beth Taylor
Billy Berberich
Laura Scott
Alison Marshall
Richard Buc y
in
Myles Barnett

444
439

573
552
545
153
150
142
138
136
132
124
124
,I21
120

78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
Power steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers, AM/FM
stereo" radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 mile.
dark carmine color, just
like new!!

Highway 64 1

South, Murray

Monday's Games
Atlanta 2, Kansas- City
St Louts 2, Montreal I
New York eN ) 11, Toronto 4
Boston 7, Philadelphia 6
Pittsburgh 7, Minnesota "A" 6
Houston 2, Minnesota '13" a
New York (Al 2, Baltimore 1
Chicago (al 12, Texas 10
Chicago (NI 3, Milwaukee 2
Cleveland 8, Oakland 7
Detroit 5, Cincinnati I
California 11, San Diego 9
San Francisco 6, Lea Angeles 4

11'041111A11.
Natioaal Football League
DENVER BRONCOS-Signed Larry
Canada, fullback. to a series of three
aneyear contracts Signed Curtis Minor,
cornerback, to a free agent contract
ST LOUIS CARDIN A I.S-Traded Roger
Florae, offensive lineman, to the New
Ctleans Saints for 14179 and 1980 draft
choices
COLLME
: DARTMOUTH--Named Tim Cohan.
'
head basketball coach
EASTERN MICHIGAN-Named Jun
Boyce. head basketball coach.
SAN DIEGO STATE-Named Dave
(iiiines, head basketball coach

Times by 5:30 p.m. Illosides
Friday -or by 3)30 pre

1

Pony League Signup

as

Satoriforys aro wiped to ea
153.1576 batsman 5)30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Misedar
-Friday
y,
, Sr
3)30 p.a. mod 4 p.m. Satyr
drys, to inure delivery .4 15.
newspaper. Calls most be
pieced by• p.m. weekdays or
4 pm. Sertwarys to panerehm
doWeisey

'--To Be On Thursday
Pony League registration
will be held .Wednesday and
Thursday from 4-6 p.m. at the
pavilion in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
whether
players,
All
returnees from last year or
not, should sign up, says
league president Jerry Key. .

mem *Ow aillor

77 Buick Regal

77 Chevrolet Corvette

Two door, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioner, automatic transmission, -tilt steering
wheel, Landau roof,
custom
wheels, low
mileage, see to believe,
green and white
-

Beige, white interior,
power. windows, AM/FM
radio, aluminum wheels,
white letter tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles, sharp.

78 Oldsmobile 98 Regency

—

Two door power steering
and brakes, split seats, this
car is loaded with luxury
options, low mileage, One •
owner

Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.E.,ords.

Your door, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air conditioner, AM radio,
vinyl roof, custom wheel
covers,low mileage.
QUAUTY
GM
SERVICS/PARTS
•
AL samosis Parrs onrE111D11

mew•

76 Chevrolet:Caprice Clissii
Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Landau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and
red,this car will be sold!!

aillk maw Amilim
78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon

Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack,this car is loaded with
options, perfect for the big
family, burgundy with
wood grain.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
4

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with
drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operati
ng drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesels sleeper cab tractor
and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years
over the road
experienCe and a good background, then do yourself a favor
and contact Cari'McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.

Allow
77 Mercury Comet

coily both sides, and use
most any kind of paper inchiding overhead transparencies and labels
Call us today

ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!

camp

Baseball

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17' copies

74 Chevrolet
Pick-Up Truck
Power steering
and
brakes, '‘ tilt steering
wheel,' silverado equipment, long wheel base,
burginidy and white, 50,000
actuaLmiles.

Te trphone
753-2617
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Re-Siding Can Upgrade Home To Classic Or Contemporary Look

3
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soaring
pearart
Older homes are
Masonite brand hardboard
value rigti( along with new
oiterials can cotiven .
houssidingm
heated
today's
homesin
the aging house to either a
ing market.
traditional or con tebiporary
The value of that comg
-lookin
drab
look.
but
e
fortabl
With the broad range of
older homegan be increased
-- colors and patterns available
by upgrading its exterior )
today. there's-no limit to
appearance through re-sidcreativity in renovating an
ing.
older home. You can revive
Whether you want to in-,
of
value
resale
_crease the
the character of a -cla'aisle
your home, remodel a redesign or totally change the
house.
lity °fa- home with
persona
older
cently-purchased
or simply *rove the s aphorizontal lap siding in warm,

muted -colors for a quaint.
clapboard effect: with vertigol planked panels reproducing the grain and texture of
natural woods in rich, earth
tone colors"; with panel siding which simulates the ski- troweledsOrface of real stucco - without the mess.
The typical 1Yrstory home
at upper left, for example.
can be converted to a contemporary rustic design With
"Y"prestaiiied CypresSide Gray
. vertical panetr-etertrasting

Stuccato panel siding acwith horizontal Woodsman
with half-timbers over
cented
brown
lap siding stained rich
joints for authenticity. A hint
Cypress.
window
t
highligh
to
of a- hip-roof over the left
Side reproduces the wood-,
grain texture of natural pecky
gable, plus diamond-shaped
cypress while Woodsman
mullions on Windows and
doors, adds to the 16th-cenk.oks and feels like roughtury English decor.
sawn cedar. A re-designed
Today's hardboard siding
entry shelter with front door
materials are durable and
accenting the vertical lines.
illuminated with a modern
weatherresistant,too. Masonite brand hardboard sidings
globe fixture,completes the
are corrosion-free and resist
contemporary effect.
denting, splitting, cracking
The standard split-level
and hail damage for many
home below was transformed
into -a traditional English-o----yornoo-•*.
Tudor style with stucco-like
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TIPS ON FINANCING HOME IMPROVEMENTS:
•

year periods,that means that and the strong nation-wide •
What would you buy if you.
expense will generg
interest
which
housin
for
d
deman
suddenly discovered a forally be substantially less overtas liposte_dpricesso record
- gotten.bank acc-ount conall than it would be if an
taining several thousand dolexisting low-rate first mortlars? ,
And it is just waiting lobe
gage with many years left to
Insulationl A new roof? •
raPPedrun were.refinanced lit-the
A
ng?
disioni
air-con
Centrat
entrent rates.
-5-111e'high
_14
swimming pool?
•
• rently are one of the most
Or what about remodeling
loan expetis at GECC
-Elie
- popular ways to raise -cash
al Services say that _
that dated kitchen.-or finishFinanci
projement
improv
for home
you've only been in •
if
ing off the basement or attic
even
acects or other expenses.
home a few present
area to create more living
your
cording to GECC Financial
- er'spac
years.the difference between-- "
,the consumer iend.
Smokes
If you're a homeowner,
what you owe and the present
ing arm of the General Efecchances are that you dOna ve value of your property is a
offices
with
ny
Compa
tric
..
nest egg representing
a hidden savings account with
sizeable
in .10 states.
borrowing powtial
more than caough to cover
substan
t
oetiha
the lender points
most any home improvement
er.
many homeowners are reaprogram you might want iv,:
Li:Mg arnoupts up to $50000
• For more information aundertake.
their --bout home equity loans write
against
ing
borrow
by
That "Mystery" account
to GECe Financial Services..
1210Per4is the increased equity in your
Dept.-340S.260 Long Ridge
home
most
Since
created
home which has been
10
o
for
Road,Stamford.CT06902.
written
are
loans
by a combinatkm of inflation
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CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
1
5912 I

•Rel,nosh,ng liepo,rs
•C,POOm 8u.ft Furn ttttte
*An t,que Bross Hardware
•Cusforr,Bud/ ,rchen Cobtnt.%

492-8837
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Effective' Way To

Avoid Energy & Repair Costs
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Roof Ventilation

Insulated steel entry door by Peachtree Door, Inc., of
Norctoss. Ga. has a urethane foam core, which provides
high thermal resistance and structural strength:The foam
core is produced from urethane chemicals provided by
Mobay Chemical Corporation. The insulated door has an insulating value of R-14.9; solid Wood doors have about 1/5
of that thermal resistance.

sult can be costly _damage
Attic insulation without adeto the roof structure, peeling
quate ventilation is an invitapaint on the outside of the
PrObe
tion to signific-anthonl
house, and higher heating
terns. according to researchbills because the insulation
ers for Alcoa Building Prodstay dry. loose and
doesn't
ucts. Inc.
effective."
Poor ventilation can add
A good attic ventilation
to discomfort and air consystem, he said, removes rheditioning costs in the sumwater vapor before it conmer, and cause structural
and causes problems
denses
in.su
of
loss
and
damage
roof
homeowner.
the
for
winter.
the
!Allyn value in
Another winter problem.
researchers concluded after
Mr. _Spengler said, is ice
extensive tests.
buildup at the eaves. Warm
1. B. Spangler, Jr., general
air in the attic melts snow
manager for the Aluminum
the roof. The water runs
on
suba
Americ
of
ny
Compa
down and re-freezes at the
sidiary. explained:
eaves 'and in the gutters.
Basle Reasons
When the underside of the te
To Ventila
roof is ventilated, he said.
There are two basic reathis particular problem is
sons why the attic in your
ted.
elimina
ted
ventila
be
home must
Most Effective
-greater comfort for your
Attic Ventilation
family and less money spent
Of all the attic ventilating
home
and
cooling
on heating.
methods, the most effective
repairs.
and efficient is the ridge vent
"In an unventilated attic.
, Mr. Spangler said.
system
raise
can
sun
the summer
This consists of a continuous,
the roof temperature to
vent in the ridge of the house
160°F or more. Even adecontinuous soffit louvers
and
stop
gln't
ion
quate insulat
along both sides.
some of this heat from being
One such venting assembly,
-radiated .to the ceilings of
ing to Mr. Spangler.
accord
down
then
the rooms below,
is Vent-A-Ridge- stem into the rooms and the people
in Wein. An effective attic---- vented; patent&
d uced by Alcoa-owned HC
ventilation system keeps attic
temperature within 10 or 15 ' Products Company of Princeville, III.
degrees of the outside temMore than 21,000,000 feet
perature.even on the hottest __
of Vent-A-Ridge, a key eldays:
•ement in the system, has
"When attics and ceilingS
been installedio homes and
are overheated, the air conother buildings throughout
ditioning system works hardthe United States. Its comer and wastes energy and
panion installation: yent-Amoney. Without air condiStrip, goes under the:eaves
tioning, your house is just,
of the house running parallel •
that much better. An'over"
with the ridge. Fifty percent.
heated aqic•alsb can cause
of the venting is in the ridge
roof shingles' to-deteriorate
-and-SO. pereent in the sot-.
.- even ti$ buckle and come
fits.
_
The_ Alcoa system pro-- In winter, Mr, spongier
uniform,,sontinuous
vides'
house
the
said, moisture from
ventilation along the underworks its way through the
ceiling insulation and attic. - side of the roof and features
inverted louvers to block out
He, added: "When water
rain, sitove and insects: It
vapor from cooking:-bathing,
in colors:Merida with
comes
sourcother
and
iers
humidif
the roof line, uses no eleces roaches the cold attic
trical power, has no moving
ceiling, it can condense into
parts, and works effectively
pay)/
the
g
soakin
s.
droplet
with wind from any direction
sheatbing, rafters,and other
- or when there is no wind.
structural members It also
-- When wind passes over
Can dampen insulation, makthe ridge opening, it creates
ing it less effective. The re-

a void Of -negative pressure'
in the vent area. Air then is
drawn from lower portions
of the attic and through the
soffit openings to fill the void.
This action, accompanied by
the natural inclination of hot
air to rise, causes constant
and faster circulation in the
attic. Even on calm days;
there always is an effective
flow of air to reduce attic
_
temperatures.
Tests by HC Products and,
the Univerisity of Illinois,
Mr. Spangler said, showed
that air mooing at 1.5 cubic
foot per minute per square
flora of attic surface will ef- fectively remove heat build- . up in the attic. The "natural"
soffit-ridge ventinesystem
will do this without use of
power driven systems such
as fans or turbine genera:
tors.
- For example. he said, a
motorized fan on the roof
draws air on a straight line
from soffit vents,cooling only
a small portion of the under-roof surface. If the fan is in
the gable end.little-or no air,
moves across any pia of the
roof surface. Fans generally'
are controlled thermostaticafly and don't operate iathç
winter-10 combat _Moisture
condensation. And in the
summer. tests shoo7eTeCtricity used to power the fan
can equal or exceed the
savings in energy needed for
air-conditioning.
Mr. Spangler asserted:
"The initial cost of Vent-ARidge system,-whether in ness.
construction or in existing
buildings,is the first and last.
cost. It works continuoioly,_
winter and summer, without'
attention. is is- equally efficient in all climates and under-'•
all:conditions."
In new homes, Mr.Spangler said, the cost of installing
the aluminum Vent-A-Ridge
system is little more than
building without it. As with
all, remodeling-labor costs add to the expense when
the system is incorporated'
into older structures: In either case. the saving in ein- _
ergy and repairs makes the
system "extremeiyieconotnical." Mr.Spangler said.

OUR KITCHEN
IS ALWAYS OPEN
TO YOU

Insulated Doors Are Now
Home Energy-Savers

C1C

Times are-changing for front peratures without losidg its
effectiveness. The foam-redoors.
Insulated steel doors which ' inforced composite steel
have allow six times the structure- sesists warpage.
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FREE ESTIMATES
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Fencing

*Chain Link
Fencing
•Western Cedar
F.encing
Call

753-8407

We Give free Estimates
300 South 11th Street, li-furrgy,Ky
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Fornesic Union

NTRY °° isSKEW IR THE 11ROSIFIEDSi

To Host Evening

NOTICE
FREE STORE 759 4600-

Of Entertainment

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows

The
Murray
State
University
Forensic Union
wulli sponsor an eyvening of live
entertainment when members
of the speech team take the
- stage-to give the community's
taste of their quality performance.
Onlookers
will
enjoy
selections
ranging
from
dramatic interpretation to
poetry- to.comedy. A highlight
of the .e.oeuing will be the
performance by the Kentucky

News.

Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising_ 753-1919
Classified Oisploy,

11.1111.PIP/ANTE

Needed: New &
Used
Car
Salesman. Reply in
confidence to P.O.
Box 32K, Murray,
Xr.
ELDERLY LADY would like
another elderly lady tor
in companion Would share
living room and kitchen but
would have own private
bedroom and bath. 753 0274.
HELP WANTED. Summer
work as youth camp coun=Nor.
PROF ITABLE
IDISTRIBUTORSHIP
for
Welch's and other famous
brand of pure fruit juices.
Service company established
account 84 better motels,
hospitals.,_! etc
Minimum
investment 52,700 secured by
inventory and equipment
Write, _include address,
telephcine and-references, to
NUAGE, 2171 Montevallo
Rd, S.W. Birmingham,
Alabama 35211 or call Mr
Mali toil free) 800 633 4545

Is. Alretttitl-POW SALE
BRADFORD
STEREO,
Cabinet model, with tape
_
player, turn table, and radio,
excellent condition, call
489
2707 or 753 0357
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar,4512.69;
20"
bar, $11.99, 24" bar, $14 SS.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
36'' DRIFTWOOD LAMP
with 4 foot marble top table
Old glass dishes, 2 old
typewriters and comp
tometer. /37-4873.
MARINE Elkl`TE-itY-,-34, month 80 amp. $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
MOVING SALE! Green
leather boro piece living room
suite, makes a bed, good
condition, maple twin bed,
book case head board,
complete, queen, size he
board, lull size box springs
and mattress, almost new
Several small items; 753,3870
after 4pm.
SKIL SAW sale niodel 538,
529 99, mode-t-- 574, 134.99;
'model $59, 554.99; model 552,
$86.69, model 553, 572.99;
model 554, 579 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
STIHL CHAIN saw, model
Farm Boss, has only cut 10
ricks of wood, 5300, Also a
Sears Coidspot, 21,000 BTU
s
alis
r oco
4n
ucl2
it3io
3n
7 er, 2 years old,
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FRANKFORT, Ky. API - Murray post in 1968.
dinner, Holiday ItiliShilvley.
Thursday, April 5: 8:30
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Maned J. Vinson, alumni
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Airport
489-2414
ning at Leon and Maureen
Mitchell
.
artunong farmers and conAmbulance
753-9332
Smith farm, Route 4, Bowling
sumers, rural development,
Comp. Care
.753-6622
Green; afternoon in Allen
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Fire(C
RY)
753-1441
County; 6:30 p.m. meeting
Jack Smith, Democratic
agricultural agencies, conFire(County)
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washer and dryer
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Hardware, BYARal home remodeling, plumbing,
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Gener
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polyester with Road Hazard BACK HOE
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13.
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RAPID GRO, 8 oz., $1.39; 16
ed at 808 Guthrie
1973
Locat
TED
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BAac,MENT? We
REDE
Y
WET
NEWL
good
,
motor
R'S
350
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LAND
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dry,
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room, one
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do make wet baSerT guaranRental Income
to
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work completely
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etc.
,
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Hardw
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remod
Property
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Fridays, 753-8311 and ask for estimates, 753-6122 after 4 Construction Co., Route 2,
and a
bath
om,
RAPID SHARPENER for
bedro
63.
489-26
hed,
furnis
rent,
FOR
rental
Excellent
pm.
Jon.
precision saw chain filing, ROOM from University, all
Box 409 A, Paducati, KY
half home. Central
CHEVROLET IMPAt4, CAN'T GET those small jobs 42001, or call day or night, 1this
with
rty
Only $12.99 - at Wallin Hard 2 blocks furnished. Living
prope
1972
utilities
$475. around the house or mobile
electric beat and air,
• • 'ware, Paris.
4 door, good condition,
442 7026
garage
apartment
and kitchen privilages,
s.
home done? Carpentry,
drape
sale. room and dryer. 753-4140 or
753-8120.
and
ting
DUST. for
carpe
SAW
r
washe
,
irs
bing
ing,
upsta
plum
E
,
build
MONT
ing,
T
paint
Co.,
Lumber
Shoemaker
BOYD MAJORS
1973 CHEVROLE
436•2411.
Excellent location and
, aluminum siding, patios,
completely remodeleMcKenzie, Tn.(901) 352,5777
Carlo, new rebuilt engine
imES FdR RENT
REAL ESTATE
your
jobs Call 436ft
HOUS
34.
for
t
vacan
n
new brakes, very good small concrete
apartSTAINLESS STEEL kitche
tairs
d.
Downs
stove,
753Call
2562 after 5 pm
080
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753-8
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4 THREE BEDROOM,
ion,
t,
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condit
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sink, double
, and dishwasher
ment needs some
8120.
hole, self rimming, $2999; refrigerator Contact Gerald
645,000.00.
hed.
6
Prpfessional Services
work.
finishing
$3999, $-19.99 Wallin .Har furnis 753-3134.
1964 CHEVROLET II Nova,
Electrical work
,
Touch
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y
Friendl
The
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er, 4 door, motor and
dware, Paris.
cylind
downed
near
Locat
L
TIFU
Call
BEAU
ion.
condit
NT!
VACA
good
body - in
WE REPAIR antique clocks.
town. Only $22,000,
home in country, no pets,
753•9634-after 5:30 pm.
ECONOMICAL LIVICall 753-7575.
per month plus $200
$200
IMPALA
erud
e
Kopp
Phon
CHEVY
1961
TO
-ZENITH QUADROPHONIC deposit. 753-7671 or 753-8,111
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22 for all
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Realt
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or
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house
UNIVERSITY:,
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bedr
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living
doing
,
itytir OR LEASE
2 up, 14b baths
CRAIG 23 CHANNELL base
"I'M A cozy Cape Cod"
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
753-5929 days OF
radio. Turner two desk mike,
22
What I orta...why don't you
rm. & kitchen. Could
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come
Call
...and
coax.
orta
large
you
and
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do-what
for
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apart
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2
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for
after
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be used
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•
753 5240
see me today. will appeal
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the
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Great
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this
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Realtors.
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Estate,105 N. 12th St.
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into. Have you :
west of Murray on Highway
move
to
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need stumps
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27. MOB;HOME SALES
REAL ESTATE
starter, a lovely color
room, kitchen, full baserrient and
WAGON, new tires
EXTERIOR AND interior
FOR SALE:'12 X 6Q, 2.
and a 32 X 18 swimming poet.
753-8080
scheme and many
battery, in mint condition. painting, carpentry work
Space Availably
by
nation enclosed
-bedroom mobile home, good
and
pm.
5
after
84
Call 753-46
carpet
features you will want
new
done, decks and porches built
condition,
private wooden fence. Call
"Pride:A./4.nel Sery a es
1
1973 MONTE CARLO, 62,000 and repaired, gutter cleaning
throughout, partially --fur
Three
today for an appointment to
see.
to
/10ii The Friendly Touch.
small
0.
435-454
4nst8ilation,
miles,
or
see at $47,500 The Nelson
Call
walks,
bedrooms, 2-ki baths,
MUST SELL! 1973 Charger, plUMbing, concrete
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ways also
formal dining room, 21707.
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NICE TWO bedroom fur
VALUE! Enjoy lovely
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Purdom & Thurman
Insurance& Real Estate

CAPTIVATING
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RENT,LEASE
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r

Ll

Office

753-7921

CARPETSALE!

Murray
Dataun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.

Ray McKinzie
Carpet Service
& Installation

PASCHALL &
SONS CARPETS

I

FARMING EQUIPMENT

CTION
PUBLIC AU
10:00 A.M., 1979

-CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

FOR
SALE

Friday, April 6,
Murray, Kentucky

GUESS WHAT'S UP!

EASTER SPECIAL

OUR NEW SIGNS ARE UP!

'Gibson Country
Cured Aged Ham
300 Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb.$1.69

in
iry

.

WA0.11(oppored Mashy maks boy* and **Mug real 'Nato
'Roy for you'
Morro, Sy
ill Bib

POSSIBLE
A
DREAM. Longing for
home
country
a
nestled in a private
wooded Site? See this 3
Br., 2 bath mobile
home with central
heat & air on 2 acres
not far
1HT i'Vy. 94
from Lake. ONLY
612,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

edhanliam_00.

107 N. 3rd Street

Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M.*4R.A1. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sot.

0605.
1970 TOUR A HOME, 15 foot.
e,
2 burner stove, sink,furnac
sleeps tour, 5900 489-2589.
st. BOATS MOTORS- • •
1978 16' ALUMNICRAFT
BOAT, Ez rider trailer. 1964,
20 fib- Mercury motor also,
Min-cote ah trolling motor
$1100. Call 759-4587 aftv 5
-V
108 MODEL 19'7" deep
hp
• RunabOUt with 428 uin
Mercruiser, all a lurnin
btl“
Tandum trailer Haiwater only onetime 753 4310

HOMER AHART
Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Phone 502/437-4750

MIKE DAVENPORT
Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Phone 502/437-4741

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES '
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer tic. No. 67
Martin, Tennessee
Phone 681-4244
St.
sity
Off. 239 Univer
Werodoll Alessedges
Terry Oliver
---- - - -164-n;:. ,r;
- .- 270ir
344
--"587 1544
Tit ALUAND111 WAY
PROFISSIONALIZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORI PEOPEI TO Sill
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_

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Lois T. Clark Dies
Sunday; Father Of
Mrs. Schroader

Final Rites Today
For J. E. Cochran

Lois T. Clark, father of Mrs.
J. D. Schroeder of Almo, died
Sunday at 8:12 p.m. at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 75 years of
age.
Mr. Clark was a .retired
employee of the Mayfield
Laundry. Born.Feb. 27, 1904,
• he was the son of the late
Edmond Clark and Ada Mae
k . oug
The deceased is survived by
Eula Waldrop
Clark, 804 South Second
Street, 'Mayfield;
two
daughters, Mrs. J. D.
Schroeder, Almo, and Mrs.
David Bailey, Hickman; three
sons. Jesse Clark, Mayfield,
Frank Clark, Glen Burnie,
Md., and Robbie Clark,
Valparaiso,- Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Louella Gallimore.
Marion; one brother, Clyde
Cla rk,- Pirrnouth,; - 17
grandchildren; __10 great
grandchildren.
.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield, with the Rev.
John Bradley officiating.
'Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Final rites for James E.
( Mickey Cochran are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Alfred Taylor officiating
Burial will follow in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Cochran, 67, died
Saturday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs.
Charlotte
Woods
Cochran,
ay le
daughters, Mrs, Ronnie
Stokes, Mayfield Route 1, and Mrs. Bob Kemp, Murray
Route 7; one son, James
Woods, Mayfield Route 1;
three grandchildren.
.

inside the reactor was continuing to
shrink.
But they also worried that vital
measuring instruments might fail
because of intense radiation — making
it impossible to be sure what conditions
inside the reacter were.,
In Washington, Sen.
artjr—Triiit,
chairman of the subcommittee on
nuclear regulation, said "it might be
more expensive to clean up the plant
than it was to build it. It might be a $1
billion mausoleum."
Rep. Morris K. Udall, chairman of
(Continued From Page One
the House energy subcommittee, said
Kentucky's assets as a good work force,
the contamination inside the can=
good tax base, location in the heart of
tairunent building was "unprecedented
the natiolier waterway for transportation
in the history of nuclear power" arid
oods and # major producer of
was "so bad it will be months before
energy iiifFel'atiti-051-Marthe-can---any -poaaible- Pia n 1151_ 1180-Itegink it indidate said that he would be active in
deed a cleanup is possible,
recruiting good, clean industries to the
"Nobcaty'eAma those fuel rods, that's
state.
the troubie;" Udall said. "You can't
"What we're talking about is
open up the top of the reactor and look
salesmanship," he said."This state has
in, its just too badly contaminated in
probably the best opportunity for inthere."
dustry than any other in the nation."
A spokesman for the Nuclear
'Mrs:- Sro-eqt, a fe,mer .CBS,..sporlRegulatory Commission reported that
scaster who used her -Miss America
measurements showed the volume of
title to launch a career in television,
the gas bubble was still being reduced
said that she has learned much about
while radiation emissions that have
the state from her new husband, who
plagued the plant since last Wednesday
she termed as "its No. 1 salesman."
apparently -have eased.
"Ithink the designation as 'first lady'
"We're going to check it, recheck it
must be • eatted,"__she_ said; "Eyen
L-suld check it again,"-NRC spokesman
though -I am originally from Texas, I
Jlffi Hanchett-said of the bubble
feel very close to the people of this
shrinkage.
state. Their Southern hospitality has
Meanwhile, scientists on the scene
been overwhelming."
near Harrrisburg y were studying the
The Browns purchased a farm in
potentially elplosive and lethally
Lexington fssllnwing their St. Patrick's
radioactive gas bubble and monitoring
_
Day wedding.
the sensitive instruments inside the
By BOB D%'ORCHAK
Associated Press Writer .
HARRISBURG, Pa. ( AP) —
Congressional experts warned today
that the Three Mile Island nuclear
reactor may be so contaminated by
radiation that the entire facility may
have to be junked, becoming "a $1
billion mausoleum." Federal officials
said the dangerous hydrogen bubble

reactor.
"We know many of these
systems
may be at or beyond
their design
performance," said Karl Abraham,
a
spokesman for the Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission.
Pre-school children and pregnant
women were still being kept at least
five miles away from the plant, an
estimated 50,000 people have left the
ara voluntarily, and businesses
reported widespread absenteeism.
Technicians toiled to dissolve the
bubble's hydrogen by defusing it into
the cooling water piped into the reactor.
Then, in another building, it bubbled up
like soda pop does when a bottle cap is
opened, releasing carbon dioxide.
They also activated a "hydrogen •
.reeembialar'._!_onr_liCeii- in lead brista.__
which helped blend oxygen to form
water, further drawing gas from the
atomic powerhouse and speeding the
time when the reactor could bebrought
to a cold shutdown.

30,000 roentgens an hour, a rate at
which a fatal doss would be absorbed in
30 seconds. —
One NRC official said radiation
drifting from the disabled powerhouse
had dropped to low levels on site.
Denton also said the reactor's temperature had dropped significantly,
with.,only two fuel cells, out of 177, over
400 degrees, several hundred degrees
below the point at which an explosion
becomes likely.
But another NRC official, Richard
Vollmer, said of the bubble, "We
believe it is prudent to sit arid wait a
little while to make sure it's not coming
back."

••
•

(Continued From Page One I
sophomores and 64 freshmen. Special
education students also participate, in
A cold shutdown is the point at which
the program, Dallas said.
the reactor no longer poses any risk of
It has no committrnent to college
escaping control. Water in the reactor,
ROTC, Dallas added.
some 60 degrees hotter than the boiling
Along with the goal of being top
point, must be below boiling and the
program in the state quality-wise,
pressure relieved.
Dallas said the students are also
On Monday, Harold Denton, the
striving to be the biggest program in
the state.
NRC's operaUons chief in Harrisburg,
said the hydrogen and oxygen gas
In order to increase enrollment,
babble had shrink "dramatically,He
students have done recruiting among
said signs were positive and that the — --their peers and in -vs...-totee eigM. grade
bubble had shrunk to a much safer Mims- • . classes.
with leas threat of displacing the
"The kids have done a tremendous
reactor's cooling water.
amount of work for the inspection and
for starting this organization from
Denton said radiation inside the top of
the reactor building was measured at
scratch," Dallas said.

J. B. Ross, brother of Ray
Ross of Murray Rautel.. died
this morning al 9:55 at the
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo.!tie was 73 years of age. "
His wife. Grace, died in 1969.
Born April 29, 1905, he was the
son of the late Oscar Ross and
Myrtle Mae Crisp Ross.
Mr. Ross is survived by one
daughter,
Mrs.
Karl
(Virginia) Runyan, one son,
Jim Ross, and four grandsons-Kevin, Kelly, and Kerry
Roades and Jeffrey Runyan,
all of St. Louis, Mo.; one
brother, Ray Ross anircidie7—
GREENWWN., I7CPC
Lochie, one niece, Mrs. James
— A semitrailer truclt loaded
H. (Sandra ) McKinney. two
with steel slammed into the great nieces, Mrs. Kenneth
rear of a school bus carrying
(Sherri)
Mohler
and
Miss
Joseph S. Perz, No. 3 Ridge
more than 40 papas near here
Road, Hamlin, died Monday at Teresa McKinney, and one
today, injuring at least 16
great
great
nephew,
Michael
3:55 p.m. at his home. He was
students and the two drivers,
73 years of age, and a retired Mohler,all of Murray. authorities said.
The
funeral
arrangem
ents
offset pressman.,-Both the bus- and truck
now
incomplet
are
e.
• Mr. Perz was a member of
ciserturned
St. Lee's Catholic Church,
-fine student was listed in
Murray. Born Jan. 26. 1906, in--critical but stable condition at
Illinois, he was the son of the
Howard County Hospital in
late Joseph Perz and Sophia
Kokomo, said Mary Erickson,'
Wozniak Perz.
the day _supervisor. Another
The Calloway resident is
student
was admitted to the
Mrs. Melvin H. Eunice E.)
survived byThis'wife Mrs.
hospital
and
was
in
Morton
of
Hazel
Route
1 died
Gertrude Bakalla Perz,
satisfactory condition.
Hamlin; two sons, Paul Perz, Monday at 1:45--p-xn:--at the
Classy Solid/
Most of, the other injuries
Calumet City, Ill., and Bobby- Murray-Calloway County
Heather Tones
were
believed
to
be
fractures
-Perz, - Dalton, Ill.; step Hospital. She was.66.yoars of 'dud cuts from flying
glass.
age.
daughter, Mrs. Geraldine
authorities said.
The deceased was a
VerWay, Dalton, Ill.; stepson,
State police •Sgt. Richard
member
of
the
Oak
Grove
Thomas McLean, Lansing,
Jones
said 40 to 50 students
M.; fotir sisters, two brothers, Baptist Church. Born Oct. 31, were on the bus, from
the
1912,
Henry
in
County,
Tenn.,
three grandchildren, five step'
Eastern
School
Corporati
on
in
she
was -the daughter of the
grandchildren.
Howard County.
late
Irvin
Grogan
and
Zetta
The
Blalock -Coleman
PRESENTS CHECK — T P Delaney Jr., president of the
Funeral Home was in charge Mae Andrews Grogan.s.
Murray-Calloway
Counts Jaycees, presents a check for
,
Mrs.
Morton
is
survived
by
of local arrangements and has
$200 to Taft Reeder, member cif the Calloway-County
shipped the body by iiiiirahr- her husblind-,-- 'Melvin .11
This Week's Special
Prices of stock of local interest at
High School Special Olympics basketball team, to help
to the Nowak Funeral Home, Morton, to whom she was noon, - RYE. toda) furnished to the
Ledger
married
&
Times
on
April
27,1929;
by First of Michigan,
pay for the team's trip to the Class AAA state chamtwo
Calumet City, Ill., with the
rorp7of-frforrararewefeliews
pionship tournament last weekend. Calloway defeated
funeral to be at the•Our Lady daughters, Mrs. Billy (Sue)
Louisville Durrett 37-34 for the state-title.
of Knocks Catholic Church Hargis, Gilbertsville, and
Charles (Nancy) Air PrOducts .
there. Burial will follow in the Mrs.
Arnencar..Motors
Rhodes,
Murray:
four Ashland 011 .
Holy Cross Cemetery at;4
Crystal-Shutters.4/noiran
grandchildren-Greg, Roger,
Telephone
Outside $di825
Calumet City.
Bonanza
and Felicia Rhodes,and Cindy; cnrysler
Shades
-Pictur
es-Mirror Hargis Denfip; two great Ford Motor
GAF
1164 wie grandchildren, Joseph and General
Care...
Light Fiktures-Bathroom
.„..
A headline in Mondays edition incorrectly stated that five
General Dynamics
Jason Denfip.
32%
LOUISVILLE. Ky. I AP! USDA persons
have
been
appointed
General
Motors
two
newly
to
created
energy
57
,
4
-"s
Also surviving are five General Tire
Cattle 1400: slaughter steers and heifers
Acc.-Wallpaper in Stock
240a -%
and utility regulatory commissions by Gov. Julian Carroll.
firm: cows 1 00-200 higher. bulls-steady.--- sisterselifrie Ruth Henry, Goodrich.
.
19% At
Actually, six persons - three to each commission - were apcalves and vealers steady; feeders 2.00 Hazel Route
Hardees
117a
+4
1, Mrs. Vye Heublein
Special Order Custom Drapes
higher:
. 22hi une
pointed by the governor.
Neg. $10.115
Slaughter steers choice 24 990-1230 lb Cooper, Florida, Mrs. Ellen IBM
316% 4-255
The Murray Ledger & Times mes to correct promptly any errors
70 00-73 35, good 2-3 1175-1320 lb 65 20- Prince, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Pennwalt
. 31% +As
&
Quaker Oats
Spreads.'- Woven Wood Blinds66.50,
in 'fact or darify any miskading information appearing in news ar24% unc
Slaughter heifers chcace 24962 lb 70 50; Lula White, Hazel, and M. Tappin
1"
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. Yo report an error or need
Takaro
28
-f-'5
good 2-3 890-1210 lb 66.0648.00.
Mini Blinds - Draperyiiardwarv
Edna Parker. Murray; four Wal-Mart
for clarification please call 713-1910
. 244 -4- La
Slaughter cows utility 14 and com194213 1944A
mercial 3-5 52 00-57 OD. high dressing brothers--Dewey Grogan, Wendys
utility 57 00-60 00; cutter 1-2 48 0044 00; Hazel, -Stanley and Guthrie
canner and cutter under 600 lb 43 00-48 OD. Grogan- Murray Route 4, and
Slaughter bulls 1495-1750 lb 71.50-74.00, 1Gilbert Grogan, Murray.
2 1000-1860 lb 64.2240.75;
.4
Slaughter calves and vealers 140.275 lb
The funeral will be held Federal-State Market News Service
April 3,1979
Vealers 57.00407.00; choice 370-400 lb Wednesda
y at 2 p.m. ,at the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
nkives,67 5491.00. feeder steers choice 300500 lb 65.00-97.00; 500-655 lb 77.00-91.00; 700- chapel of the Max Churchill Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 417 Est 550- Barrows &
880 lb 73.00-80 10, mixed good and choice Funeral Home with the Rev. Gilts
25 lower Sows mostly 5041 00
330-500 lb 76 00-90.00; 500-700 lb 67 0043 00,
tinaier
700435 lb ss 06-73 25, good 350-875 lb 60 DO- Phil Mansfield and the Rev. H. U.S 1-2200.25011)5
144 50-41,00
M 00 heifers choice 300-500 14 7000-47 00; D. Lax officiating. Mrs. US 2200-24011:is
144 35-4420
500-785 lb 63 00-73.25 mixed good and Oneida
US
2,3
240-250
lb
,
White will be organist. US 2-4220-2013 .643.22-44.35
choice 350-600 lb 60 00-70 00,
lb,
$42 22-4320
Hogs 600'. barrows and gilts 2540 losser-i Burial will follow in the Sows
1-2 215-250 lb 46.05-46 15. 215-250 lb 4575-' Murray Memorial Gardens._ ._ US 1-2 270-350 lb,
14000-4160
-4600: 230-260 lb 44.8045 50. sows 1 00.2.00
-450-16*-00
Friends may call at the LIS-144610
L'S 1-3 450-500lir,' 639.00-40.
higher 1-2300.400 lb 42 0043 00. 400.4505
64000-4200
43 00-44 00; 450400 lb 44 00-45 911: 350-600 lb funeral home after 3 p.m. US 1,3 500-650lb,
94200-4720
US 2-3 300400 lb,
40.00-41.00, boors over 300 lb 3722-3720, today
(Tuesday).
Boars 132.49-3350
Seep 25, untested
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H
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Joseph S. Perz Of
Hamlin Dies; Rites

Truck Slams Into

Bel-Air Decor

Rear Of School Bus

Need to Decorate?
Shop at your one
stop store

Mrs. Melvin Morton
Dies With Funeral.
To Be Wednesday

Custom
Made Drapes

Paint Indoor
Outdoor
- 2 Gallon
Latex

Interior Flat
Wall

Livestock Market

'85°

Hog Market

-

-

A ruRE.s sTANDARD--pltp,h
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THE SINGING GOFF FAMILY will appear in cohcert at the Trinity Christian Center,
North 12th and Olive Streets, Murray, on Wednesday. April 4, at 7 p.m. Their concert
will include old time gospel singing mixed with contemporary music, according to a
center spokesman who invites'the public io attend.
__
•
_

-Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-0632

